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BitKinex is a reliable FTP client that allows quick transfers between the local computer and a FTP server, featuring additional support for other protocols, such as FTPS, SFTP, SSH, WebDAV, HTTP and HTTPS. All the connections are displayed in a tree-view structure, for easier file browsing. Frequently used ones can be sent to the 'Favorites' folder. The configuration procedure is easy, as the
integrated qizard assists you throughout the entire procedure. BitKinex reaches satisfying transfer speeds, handling each request without difficulties and allowing you to monitor on-going transfers or revising completed ones. It can batch upload and download files to and from each server you are connected to and set priorities to each operation, in order to avoid overcrowing the server. Also, it monitors
the transfers in order to gather conclusive statistical data on downloads and uploads. The transfer window comprises multiple panes, allowing fast navigation between different local or FTP directories. BitKinex features multi-part and multithread downloads and comes with advanced scheduling capabilities. The comparison functions allows you to get an overview of the source and the destination files,
while the search and replace options help you quickly find what you are looking for. Additionally, the application features hash checkers to check file integrity, file name conversion tools, bookmarks, speed limiting options, server status notifications, proxy support, exporting and importing capabilities and an integrated site map generator. Considering the above, we could say that BitKinex can be a
viable alternative to more popular applications in this category. Allowing indirect transfers and data source management, it is worth considering by anyone who wants a cost-free FTP client. BitKinex is a reliable FTP client that allows quick transfers between the local computer and a FTP server, featuring additional support for other protocols, such as FTPS, SFTP, SSH, WebDAV, HTTP and HTTPS.
All the connections are displayed in a tree-view structure, for easier file browsing. Frequently used ones can be sent to the 'Favorites' folder. The configuration procedure is easy, as the integrated qizard assists you throughout the entire procedure. BitKinex reaches satisfying transfer speeds, handling each request without difficulties and allowing you to monitor on-going transfers or revising completed
ones. It can batch upload and download files to and from each server you are connected to and set priorities to each operation,
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FTP file transfer program with customizable and intuitive user interface FTP clients provide a quick access to files stored on FTP servers (File Transfer Protocol) and folders shared with other computer users. BitKinex FTP Client allows fast transfer of files, folders and even whole directories between a local computer and FTP servers. BitKinex FTP Client comes with a convenient and efficient
interface, allowing you to quickly find the desired files and folders and using them in several ways. You can drag and drop files and folders on the BitKinex FTP client window. The file management window features a tree-view structure, allowing easy and convenient browsing of folders. It also features auto and manual transfer batch operations, which allow you to easily select the files you want to
transfer and create a queue. You can sort the files by any criteria, such as size, modification time, access time, name and so on. It also features a transfer log window, where you can see the complete history of all completed and pending operations. The BitKinex FTP client interface features configurable tasks, such as remote and local task management, which allows you to easily transfer files to and
from FTP servers. The interface also allows you to set upload or download priorities to files and directories, with the help of the selected task. All the selected tasks are represented on the BitKinex FTP client window, allowing you to monitor their progress and quickly shift the priority of any transfer. You can also find a remote task manager, which allows you to select and execute remote tasks
(anonymous, restricted or implicit FTP tasks). BitKinex FTP client allows multi-part and multi-thread download and uploads, allowing you to transfer huge amounts of files from a local computer to remote servers, with the help of the bit transfer rate. FTP clients can support both batch file operations (this implies the transfer of a list of files and folders) and sequential transfer of a single file or folder.
BitKinex FTP client allows you to select all the files you want to transfer, while file types are detected automatically. The operation can be performed by either a single file or multiple files, folders or even directory trees. BitKinex FTP client allows several useful features, such as a search and replace function, which allows you to modify the local file names and replacement of the directory path,
redirections and a support for the EPRT command to allow for total anonymity of connections. BitKinex FTP Client Features: Fast

What's New In BitKinex FTP Client?
'BitKinex FTP Client' is a 'Quickandeasytouse' and 'Professionalftpclient' for Windows 95/98/NT/2000/ME/XP/Vista. BitKinex FTP Client Key Features: * Light, fast and useful FTP client for Windows 95/98/NT/2000/ME/XP/Vista. * Transfer and browse the files and directories from any FTP servers directly through this ftp client. * Special FTP configuration settings including what remote server(s)
you want to connect to, transfer file and download directory quickly. * User friendly interface with automatic connection to FTP servers and easy installation. * No need to use different program when working with different FTP server. * All the connections can be viewed in a tree view layout for easier browsing and confirmation. * No additional software installation is required for online FTP servers
like filezilla. * Multiple site map configurations provide quick browsing of FTP server directories and browsing the files/folders or transferring them to the local computer. * Filters can be used to search and match files, directories or whatever you want. * All the file conversions can be done on-the-fly with no extra software required. * Directory tree views can be customized to match the style and
design of your preference. * Multi part downloads and multi thread downloads can be easily done through this ftp client. * Speed Limiting and Priority Scheduling can be used to minimize the file transfer time. * Bookmarks, search, replace, hash checkers, site maps, search and replace options, transfer time monitoring can be easily used through this ftp client. * Copy and paste, Save and Upload
functions can be used for quick file transfers. * Filesize can be displayed in the file transfer window to track the transfer progress. * There is no need to choose the log-in password every time you are connected to the remote ftp server. * Ability to direct connect to ftp server with username and password. * Each ftp server can be configured to send status notification to the user. * There is no need to wait
for the transfer to finish. * User profile can be easily changed to allow the different user access to different sites. * User specific setting can be easily changed to customize the user experience. * Automatic proxy detection and configuration can be done using this ftp client. * Multiple profiles can be created to help the users to customize the usage. * Multiple files can be selected at a time to be moved to
the local computer. * Additional special keys can be assigned for quick file transfers. * Ability to remove or add external data to the local computer. * Ability to remove or add the attached data to the remote ft
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 10, macOS 10.9 or later Processor: Intel Core i5-3370 or AMD equivalent; or faster Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or AMD equivalent (or better); or GeForce GTX 650 Ti or Radeon HD 7700 Storage: 250 GB available space Additional Notes: Input is suggested for this game. Mac OS X El Capitan version is a 64 bit version. A Linux 64 bit
version will be available soon
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